Egyptian Sphinx Paper Model

Step 1
Cut out all of your pieces, being careful to cut along all of the black lines.
• Head
• Front legs
• Body and back legs

Step 2
Begin with the head piece with number 1 and hill fold along all of the dashed lines. Hint: Make your folds sharp.

Step 3
Flatten out a little and paste the tabs 1, 2, 3, 4 so that you form the head of your sphinx. Set aside.

Step 4
Take the main body and back leg piece and hill fold along all of the dashed lines. Hint: Make your folds sharp.

Step 5
Flatten out a little and paste the tabs 5 and 6 to make the legs of the sphinx.
Step 6
Take the body piece and hill fold along the tab lines of 7, 8, 9 of the dashed lines. Then valley fold along the dotted and dashed lines for tabs 10 and 11. This piece will enclose the front legs. Hint: Make your folds sharp.

Step 8
Valley fold the tabs on the head piece and paste these tabs to the numbers 12 and 13 on your sphinx to complete the model.

Sphinx looks like: